Abstract: The paper presents the first results of a robust plasma vertical stabilization of TS-WEST: Firstly, a linear MIMO model is identified around an equilibrium point using the free boundary CEDRES++ tokamak equilibrium code. Secondly, from a bode-diagram analysis, the best coil is chosen to feedback control the vertical position of the plasma. Then a H infinity formulation of the problem is used to obtain a robust PI controller. In simulation, supply limitations are taken into account. The controller is validated on CEDRES evolution with 3 tests: stabilization of the plasma position from an offset of 4cm, tracking of the position and robustness to edge localized mode and to transitions between low and high plasma confinement mode.
INTRODUCTION
The Tore Supra WEST 1 project aims at the technology testing of one key component of the international leading nuclear fusion ITER project, namely its actively cooled tungsten divertor, for mitigation of the risks related to ITER operation, Blum et al. [2011] . The project includes transforming Tore Supra into an X-point divertor device with elongated cross-section leading to an unstable open-loop plasma vertical position. Passive stabilization studies were first performed in close relation with the overall design of in-vessel components (cf. Ariola and Pironti [2008] ) to check that the plasma vertical instability growth rate can be reduced from Alfven growth rates range to in-vessel conducting structures L/R typical growth rates. This was done using a linearized plasma response model computed around the reference equilibrium with the aid of the CEDRES++ free boundary equilibrium code presented by Hertout et al. [2011] . It was found that the upper / lower in-vessel divertor coils, along with additional conducting structures supported from the upper in-vessel divertor coils casing and from the lower baffle, were able to provide all together sufficient passive stabilization, with resulting growth rates in the order of 25s −1 . This design study also allowed to specify the main requirements of the power supplies to be used for feedback control, in particular voltage ratings requirements of 50V and 10kV /s, using the "vertical loss of control catch up test" methodology proposed by Humphreys et al. [2009] . This paper is focused on the feedback control design itself.
The derivation and open-loop analysis of the linearized plasma response model is discussed in section 2. The control approach is then described in section 3. It includes both the design of a robust low order controller on the unstable part of the plant and the proof of overall stability on the full plant. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the testing of the proposed control law against the main foreseen plasma disturbances, such as edge localized modes, transitions between high and low mode, on both linear Cross section of the WEST reference equilibrium used for vertical control studies. The red line represents the plasma boundary, light brown rectangles represent coils and the grey regions correspond to passive conducting structures. The middle green star is the magnetic plasma center that needs to be vertically stabilizated, the x-point is the blue-red cross formed by the plasma boundary.
and non linear plasma response models. Conclusions and outlooks are given in Section 6.
REFERENCE EQUILIBRIUM AND LINEAR MIMO MODEL IDENTIFICATION
In order to design a vertical position control system, a state space model is derived by performing a linearization around a given plasma equilibrium, using the static version of CE-DRES++. We consider a lower single null equilibrium with a plasma current I p = 600kA and a toroidal field B t = 3.9T, as shown in Figure 1 . The model writes as follows:
(1) Using I p ∆z as the output rather than simply ∆z has two advantages. The first one comes from the fact that the equations describing the system (i.e. the equations of the evolutive version of CEDRES++) are invariant under the following transformation: I p → kI p , I PF → kI PF , Ψ → kΨ, V → kV , assuming that the operator ∆ * is linear neglecting the effect of iron. Thus, a controller designed around an equilibrium corresponding to I p and I 0 PF , using I p ∆z as the output, will work exactly in the same way for an equilibrium corresponding to kI p and kI 0 PF , for any k. The second reason is that I p ∆z is homogeneous to a magnetic flux variation as could be measured by a flux loop, i.e. it is closer to an experimentally measured quantity than ∆z.
Passive conducting structures (grey elements in Figure 1 ) play a central role in the physics studied here, since in non-static situations they carry induced currents which strongly affect the plasma evolution. In order to derive the linearized model, the passive structures have thus been discretized and treated as fictitious PF coils in the CEDRES++ calculations.
ROBUST SYNTHESIS OF A VERTICAL POSITION CONTROLLER
In section 2, a linear model of the plasma vertical position dynamics has been derived. The unstable dynamics of the system imposes feedback control to keep the vertical position z around a desired value. In the case of WEST, the controller gives the variation ∆u around the equilibrium point u 0 of the upper divertor coils voltage. This coil was chosen because it is the coil which presents the best sensitivity against the vertical position z, i.e. the bandwidth and the maximal gain of the transfer function is highest (cf. figure 2 ). Another option may be to couple the upper and lower divertor coils in antiseries, but this solution is more expensive and not needed to fulfill the specifications.
Specifications of power supply are defined by 3 parameters: the delay of the actuator (3.3ms), the saturation voltage (50V) and the voltage rate limiter (10kV/s). The nonlinear behavior of the power supply is not taken into account in the control synthesis, the controller will deal with it a posteriori thanks to a good delay margin and anti-windup system.
From the previous considerations, we obtain a SISO linear model of the vertical position with 44 states corresponding to the currents in the PF coils and virtual coils discretizing the passive conducting structures. To find a controller of small order we propose to reduce first the large size of the model. Using canonical form, the system can be divided into stable and unstable dynamics:
) ∆u
where X st and X un are respectively the state vectors of the stable and unstable dynamics. The idea of the control synthesis is to find first a controller of low order which stabilizes the unstable dynamics and then to check a posteriori that the full system will keep the right properties.
A robust control approach is used to find a controller K(s) for the system (A un , B un ,C un , D). To set the different specifications of the desired closed-loop system, the plant is augmented adding two outputs z 1 (t) and z 2 (t) (cf. for example the work of Mackenroth [2004] ). The plant becomes:
where H(s) is the nominal plant defined by (A un , B un ,C un , D), S(s) is the sensitivity transfer function equal to (1 + KH) −1 . W 1 (s) and W 2 (s) are weighting transfer functions equal to: e stat set respectively the bandwidth of the closed-loop system and the maximal static error between I p ∆z and its reference value I p ∆z re f . The last parameter M mod is the modulus margin and is used to tune the robustness of the system against model uncertainties.
The robust controller K(s) with input I p ∆z and output ∆u should minimize the transfer between the outputs z i and the exogenous input I p ∆z re f : 
with 
where I n is the identity matrix of system size n and,
M 44 = −γI n y Then the reconstruction of the controller K is obtained by the following equivalent transformation, Due to the order of the augmented plant, the controller minimizing criterium (6) is equal to:
If the maximal static error e stat has been set small enough, the smaller pole (arbitrary chosen equal to p 0 ) may be approximated by 0. In this case, the controller is equivalent to a PID:
with:
An anti-windup system is added to freeze the integral effect when power supply saturations occur.
Next step is to check if the full order system is still stabilized by the controller K(s). The controller K, the stable part H st and the unstable part H un of the plant are connected following figure 3. Thanks to the theorem of the small gain (cf. Haddad et al. [1993] ), the full closed-loop system is stable if the following condition is fulfilled:
Finally, the delay margin of the system is calculated. The value is larger than the power supply and data acquisition delay (5.3ms), thus the controller will work.
CONTROLLER VALIDATION USING THE LINEAR SISO MODEL
Following the procedure described in the last subsection, a controller K has been synthesized. Table 1 gives the parameters used to tune W 1 and W 2 . The minimization of (6) function KSH st . The magnitude, less than 0dB, indicates that the full closed loop system will be stable.
To validate the controller in simulation, the following test is done: at the beginning, the system is let uncontrolled and therefore starts diverging. When |∆z| becomes larger than 4cm, the feedback control loop is enabled. According to Humphreys et al. [2009] , the controller will work in practice if it is able to bring back the plasma to its reference position in this simulation (with the linear model) after a maximal displacement of about 5cm. Figure 5 shows the result: at time t = 0.3s the feedback control begins and stabilizes the plant around the equilibrium point (∆z = 0). At t = 3s, ∆z re f is set at 1cm with a ramp of 500ms. The tracking of the position is shown in figure 6 . A new equilibrium point is found for the divertor coils current.
The delay margin is equal to 13.5ms which is compatible with the global delay of the closed loop (5.3ms). 
SIMULATION RESULTS WITH CEDRES EVOLUTION

Stabilization test
The CEDRES++ equilibrium code has recently been modified to compute dynamic equilibrium by solving together plasma equilibrium equation and circuit equations in coils and passive structures. It will here be referred as CEDRES evolution. The simulation described in section 4 is replayed with this code as the plant. Nonlinear behaviors are added with a delay of 2ms for the acquisition system, a delay of 3.3ms, a saturation voltage of 50V and a rate limiter of 10kV/s for the power supply. The PID controller is discretized with a sample time T s equal to 2ms. This later is the current one of the Tore Supre PF coils control unit. Results are shown in figure 7 and 8. For the test of stabilization, oscillations are more present with the non-linear plant because the large displacement (> 6cm ≈ 15% of the plasma minor radius) before the feedback control phase implies a large difference between behaviors of the nonlinear plant and linear plant which has been used to tune the controller. The linear response is basically valid when the plasma displacements are smaller than 1cm, as found during the derivation of the linear model in section 2. Despite this, the controller is able to stabilize the system thanks to its good properties of robustness against the model uncertainties. For the tracking test, the system is able to follow the vertical position reference with only a small overshoot. Due to the small variation of ∆z, the nonlinear plant is still more or less close to the linear plant and the difference between the linear and nonlinear simulations on ∆u and ∆I are smaller than in the stabilization test.
Robustness against plasma disturbance
The plasma equilibrium can be disturbed by many things. Here, we consider three types of disturbances. The first one is caused by a series of periodic edge localized modes (ELMs) and the second one by a transition from low plasma confinement mode (L mode) to high plasma confinement mode (H mode). The last one is the opposite transition from L mode to H mode.
An ELM causes a large and fast drop of the plasma kinetic pressure (typically in 200µs) which later recovers approximately linearly up to its initial state, at which point the next ELM is triggered (for more details see the work of Wesson [1997] or Loarte et al. [2003] ). The process repeats itself with a frequency of typically 50Hz for a machine like TS-WEST. ELMs are due to a magnetohydrodynamic instability which releases a significant fraction of the plasma thermal energy to the divertor targets and the wall.
LH (from L mode to H mode) and HL (from H mode to L mode) transitions modify also equilibrium via the pressure (or poloidal beta), which is roughly halved during the transition, Wesson [1997] .
The three cases represent a disturbance in the equilibrium (which is cyclic in the case of the ELMs), which the vertical control system has to overcome. In the case of the ELMs and of LH transition, the controller should be able to keep the Xpoint away from the target plates of the divertor, otherwise the H mode may be lost. On the other hand, in the case of the HL transition, the main goal is to avoid a loss of vertical control, which would result in a so-called vertical displacement event ending up presumably in a plasma disruption.
In practice, for ELMs, a drop of 10% of the poloidal beta β p is assumed over 2ms followed by a linear recovery with [2003] . For the LH transition, β p is increased of 100% in 100ms, Wesson [1997] . For HL transition, β p is dropped of 50% in 100ms to recover L mode plasma confinement.
A simulation of vertical stabilization in presence of ELMs is shown in figure 9 : the system reaches a periodic disturbed state; however the distance d x between the x-point and the divertor stays positive. This is essential in order to avoid loosing the Hmode.
For LH transition, the X-point is kept away from the target plates of the divertor, cf. figure 10. It means that the H mode can be achieved a priori without special tuning of the controller and PF coils values.
The HL transition is shown in figure 11 . The controller successfully brings back the plasma to its initial position after the transition at t = 1.5s. The x-point reaches the divertor during around 55ms. In this case, the issue of keeping the H-mode confinement doesn't existed and the heat flux see by the divertor during this transient phase is in principle small enough to not damage it. The quantity of impureties that penetrate the plasma and the consequences on the plasma ending needs to be investigated.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The future tungsten divertor configuration of Tore Supra aims at achieving diverted and thus elongated plasmas configurations. This type of shape is vertical unstable and needs to be feedback controlled. In this paper, we have identified a LTI model around a reference equilibrium using the free-boundary CEDRES++ tokamak equilibrium code. Then a robust approach has been used to synthesize a PI controller to control the unstable dynamics. Firstly, the control law is validated on the LTI model and then on the CEDRES evolution code. Robustness against ELM disturbance, LH and HL transitions is checked. The end result is that the proposed controller is enough efficient to operate in H mode and handle the different transitions.
Next step will be to apply the presented control synthesis approach to a MIMO case: the control of the gaps between the vessel wall and the plasma edge. These quantities are built in real-time by a dedicated algorithm which uses raw data coming from the magnetic diagnostic, Blum et al. [2013] . This work will allow studying the transition between limiter configuration and divertor configuration of the plasma at the beginning and at the end of the pulse.
